
Staff Meeting
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Bek Pressler



Be considerate please...

NIT Changes


Please be aware that due to staffing difficulties we are doing our 
best to ensure that NIT is covered. If you do end up missing a 
NIT please write it on the staff board. We will endeavour to make 
it up when we can.  
Please be aware that we are down a third leadership person and 
at times we are down on teaching staff and have to make up a 
class. This means that sometimes there is only one of us on 
Leadership duty. Your understanding and patience with us at this 
time would be appreciated.



Cued Articulation
Staff Meeting

Many thanks to Sharon Healey 
from Chat Factory for coming 
back to run our staff training 
session on cued articulation.     
It is an expectation that after 
learning about this form of 
cueing students in to phonics 
sounds that staff will practice 

this in their classrooms with 
students.  
This should make the breaking 
up of sounds into their graphs 
and digraphs all that more 
succinct when doing spelling 
and oral language activities.



Meetings with Line Managers
Performance Development



Please make a time on the 
board to meet with your line 
manager to arrange your PDP 
meeting.



Our school data finally.....

Running Records


We have started the year at 25% of students at level. 
An improvement to last year's starting point of 4%. 


Next collection due in Week 10 for processing. Please 
don't be late. It means Bek get's rapped on the knuckles 
at Regional Office level for having data in late.  


NOT a pleasant experience!! 



Written application reminders

Langford Training


Just a reminder that if you were intending to apply for 
the Langford Training, your application is due very soon.


